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Overview

Sam and Adam HYYTS express something of humble beginnings. 
Having known each other since they were young, their style 
gives off an energy of being cooked up from their shared 
home in Dundee. They continue to work as they experiment 
artistically and are keen to keep this space as open and 
free for them to play in as possible. 

They value sharing their lives as a healthy way to create 
and express themselves in a respected Glaswegian fashion 
of acceptance and inclusivity. They compliment each other 
with Adam’s stage presence and Sam’s craft synchronising 
pop with dance with acoustic with hip hop into a unique 
blend. 

They wish this space to be undefined and spontaneous. They 
are a pair who aren’t tied down to any specific style or 
way of living, but they will almost certainly experience 
it together. 



HYYTSHYYTS Concept Collages



HYYTSHYYTS Tone

Embracing
Resolute

Expansive

HYYTS’ content should reflect the kind of energy that the 
band emits within the eclectic, open spaces they work 
within. Their aesthetic is free-flowing and impactful, 
communicating a playful freedom of expression combined 
with a bold and powerful sense of self. 

There is fluidity within their work. We get a sense that 
the duo spend long nights and carefree days together to 
hone their craft.Their exploration is unafraid to delve 
into a touch of the surreal and the flamboyant. 

Unbound



HYYTSHYYTS Styling

Sam and Adam have expressed desires 
for their fashion to be influenced 
by contemporary streetwear, citing 
designers like Issey Miyake. The loose 
freedoms of these garments can be 
complimented by exploring aspects of 
fluidity and transformation and how it 
influences contemporary urban styling. 
Reference to the technological hacks in 
the garments of Kathleen McDermott’s 
‘Urban Armour’ series  (right) may 
provide inspiration for exploring the 
expression of the artist combined with 
their style and performance. 

As well as taking inspiration from 
styling icons like Luka Sabbat and Na-Kel 
Smith, HYYTS’ performance presence and 
attitude may also draw from pop figures 
like the Pet Shop Boys, Morrissey and 
The Drums’ Jonny Pearce. Their emotive 
energy and elegant style define a freedom 
to expression and an invulnerable quality.



HYYTSHYYTS Influencers/Collaborators

Queer pop singer/songwriter Kelela has a 
prominence in the avant-garde pop scene. Her 
website for the album ‘Take me apart’ is 
dynamic in its use of motion graphics for 
giving the album a strong identity. A website 
for HYYTS may extract from these elements to 
create an evolving entity that showcases new 
work and elements of their process coherently 
with their other social media output.

San Fransisco based group Honey Soundsystem 
are one of the groups heading the revival of 
underground dance music in the club scene. 
They fuse their process into party specific 
installations that invites an inclusive 
experience of their music. HYYTS may be 
influenced by this approach to give each of their 
compositions a fresh identity from the last 
and seeing each as a unique project combining 
music, performance and film. 

Sister duo Chaos Chaos’ use of 
ethereal imagery in their videos 
captures a youthful playfulness and 
intimacy. Close-up shots and DIY 
production styles allude to other 
worldly scenography such as that used 
in classic science fiction film. 

The look and feel of Sam and Adam’s 
own film aesthetics may play on similar 
techniques to bring audiences into 
their familiar yet ambiguous spaces. 

Makeup designer Donald Mcinnes has been 
behind the iconic styling in such films as 
‘This is England’ (Shane Meadows, 2006) 
and the depiction of Boy George in ‘Worried 
about the boy’ (Julian Jarrold, 2010), as 
well as several fantasy/sci-fi credits. This 
range of styles can enthuse a broad palette 
to work with for HYYTS between projects and 
deliver elements of the resolute, sensitive 
reality that that convey through their music.



HYYTSHYYTS Colour Photography

Director Wim Wenders’ 
polaroid imagery (Top) 
frames a rawness of living 
in the moment – HYYTS 
desires to not be tied 
to a genre. Artist Erwin 
Wurm’s images portraying 
strange encounters between 
performer and object 
(Bottom) that can provoke 
humourous intrigue around 
these new relationships 
and modes of being.

HYYTS inhabit a world where the vivid colour 
of their performances disrupts the pale, 
urban tones of the everyday. I have selected 
cinematic examples like that of Wes Anderson’s 
‘The Grand Budapest Hotel’demonstrating high 
contrast colour breaking the space. 

A sense of the dreamlike can be created through 
this imagery to correspond to HYYTS’ intense 
emotive performances.This may be complimented 
by more pastel tones like that found in Sean 
Baker’s ‘The Florida Project’(2017). A use 
of more ‘gritty’ urban colour grades like 
that achieved in ‘realist’ cinematography 
techniques like Ken Loach’s ‘Kes’ (1969) 
may provide hard-hitting base tones for visuals 
that can be ‘broken’ by these contrasts. 



HYYTSHYYTS Set Concepts

Featuring works by  
Daniel Arsham, Ewan 
Jones Morris, Graeme 
Messer, Alvvays, Tanja 
Beer




